II. Continuing the Safe Pedestrian Route to Campus

Making the Connection

Goals:

1. Encourage the flow of pedestrians along Fifth Avenue to cross at the intersection with Penn Avenue.
2. Increase the safety of pedestrian crossing with a dedicated four-way crossing.
3. Attract people to cross at the intersection with a gateway destination at the edge of the park.
4. Discourage crossing Penn through the park with the planting median.

Use and Occupancy:

Chatham Occupancy in Fall 2009:
- 390 Students
- 60 Faculty
- Day and evening classes

Tenant Space Occupancy

Chatham Occupancy in 2014:
- 775 Students
- 70 Faculty
- Day and evening classes
Prioritize Pedestrian Crossing

Create a designated four-way walk signal to allow dedicated pedestrian crossing. The right turn lane from Fifth to Penn would have a red light for pedestrian crossing.
Encourage Safe Pedestrian Routes

Create a path within the park that connects to the Fifth and Penn intersection. A gateway entrance to the park will encourage pedestrians to walk along Fifth Avenue.
Create a Destination

Create a path within the park that connects to the Fifth and Penn intersection. A gateway entrance to the park will encourage pedestrians to walk along Fifth Avenue.